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Abstract

As digital cameras and online photo sharing services be-
come more popular, digital images are growing exponen-
tially on the Internet. Thus supporting more effective re-
trieval from large-scale image collections has become a
challenging issue for CBIR community. In this paper, we
have developed a human-centered computing framework
for assisting users to access large-scale online image col-
lections: (a) filtering out junk images from Google Images;
and (b) exploring large-scale Flickr images.

1. Introduction

Two commercial systems are now becoming very popular
to support keyword-based retrieval from large-scale image
collections: (a) Google Images has incorporated the as-
sociated texts for image indexing, but it may return large
amounts of junk images; (b) Flickr has exploited social tag-
gings to enable keyword-based image retrieval, but may se-
riously suffer from the problem of vocabulary discrepancy
(image holders and image seekers may use different key-
words). To support large-scale image retrieval, we have de-
veloped a new human-centered computing framework for:
(1) filtering out the junk images from Google Images ac-
cording to user’s personal query intentions; and (2) explor-
ing large-scale manually-tagged Flickr images. Obvisouly,
users are treated one part of this human-centered multime-
dia computing framework [2-3].

Visual analytics [1], which can seamlessly integrate data
analysis and visualization to enable visual-based commu-
nication between users and systems, is very attractive for
developing new human-centered computing framework to
support more effective retrieval from large-scale image col-
lections. In this paper, we have developed a novel visual
analytics framework for accessing large-scale image col-
lections. In section 2, we present a novel visual analytics
framework to filter out junk images from Google Images.
In section 3, a new visual analytics framework is developed
for assisting users on exploring large-scale Flickr images.
We conclude this paper at section 4.

Figure 1: The flowchart for our interactive junk image filtering
system.

2. Junk Image Filtering

Google Images search engine has been widely used for ac-
cessing large-scale online image collections, but it may se-
riously suffer from the low precision problem and return
large amounts of junk images. To filter out the junk im-
ages from Google Images, our visual analytics framework
consists of six key components as shown in Fig. 1: (a)
Keyword-based image retrieval is first performed on Google
Images, and a set of low-level visual features are extracted
from the returned images to characterize their visual prop-
erties; (b) Multiple basic kernels are combined for charac-
terizing the diverse similarity contexts between the returned
images more precisely; (c) One-class SVM is performed to
achieve an initial partition of the returned images (major-
ity versus outliers), where the returned images in the outlier
group are automatically treated as obvious junk images; (d)
The returned images are visualized according to their visual
similarity contexts, so that users can explore large amounts
of returned images interactively and express their query in-
tentions by clicking few images; (e) The users’ inputs are
integrated to achieve a new partition of returned images and
filter out more junk images via incremental learning.

To characterize the visual properties of the returned im-
ages, both global visual features and local visual features
are extracted for image content representation. The the
global visual features consist of 32-bin global color his-
togram and 62-dimensional texture features from Gabor fil-
ter banks. The local visual features consist of 10 32-bin lo-
cal color histograms and they are extracted from 10 image
partition patterns.

The diverse visual similarity contexts between the re-
turned images are characterized more effectively and effi-
ciently by using a linear combination of these three basic



Figure 2: The obvious junk images for “sunrise” are separated
from the majority of the returned images effectively and are pro-
jected on the left-upon corner according to their visual properties.

image kernels (i.e., mixture-of-kernels) [8]:
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whereβi ≥ 0 is the importance factor for theith basic
image kernelκi(x, y) for image similarity characterization.
The importance factorsβ depend on two issues: (1) sig-
nificance of the relevant feature subset for visual similarity
characterization; and (b) user’s preference or query inten-
tion.

One-class SVM is used to determine a smallest enclos-
ing sphere of radiusR to cover the majority of the returned
images for the given keyword-based query [6]:

∀N
j=1 : ‖φ(xj) − µφ‖2 ≤ R2 + ξj , ξj ≥ 0 (2)

Thus the problem for incorporating one-class SVM for im-
age clustering can be defined as:
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subject to:

∀N
j=1 : ‖φ(xj) − µφ‖2 ≤ R2 + ξj , ξj ≥ 0

whereC is a constant andC
N

∑N

j=1 ξj is a penalty term.
A good combination of these three basic image kernels

(i.e., the mixture-of-kernels with the optimal values of these
three importance factorsβ) should be able to achieve more
accurate approximation of the diverse visual similarity con-
texts between the returned images and result in better sepa-
ration between the majority of the returned images and the
outliers. Thus the optimal values of the importance factors
β for an initial combination of these three basic image ker-
nels (i.e., without considering users’ query intentions and
personal preferences) can be obtained by maximizing the
margin between the outliers and the majority of the returned
images (i.e., the margin between the outliers and the closer

Figure 3: Junk image filtering: (a) the images returned by the
keyword-based search “red rose” and the images in blue bound-
aries are selected as the relevant images by users; (b) the filtered
images after the first run of relevance feedback.

support vectors on the boundary of the cluster sphere for the
majority of the returned images):
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whereT is the total number of outlying images,Ω is the
set of the support vectors locating on the boundary of the
cluster sphere.

After the optimal values for initial combination of these
three basic image kernels are obtained, the correspond-
ing mixture-of-kernels is used to create a good partition
of the returned images and generate a precise visualiza-
tion of the returned images as shown in Fig. 2. Through
such a similarity-preserving image visualization process[3-
4], users can assess the relevance between the returned
images and their real query intentions effectively. As
shown in Fig. 3, users can simply click one or few im-
ages to indicate their real query intentions, and such the
query intentions are integrated to filter out more junk im-
ages as shown in Fig. 3. Online system is released at:
http://www.cs.uncc.edu/∼jfan/google−demo/

3. Personalized Image Retrieval
Social tagging is now becoming very popular for people
to organize, share and retrieve large-scale images. Thus it
is very important to develop new framework for exploring
large-scale Flickr image collections. In this paper, we have
developed a novel visual analytics scheme to allow users
to explore large-scale Flickr image collections at two lev-
els: (a) atopic network is incorporated for users to explore
large-scale collections of Flickr images at a semantic level;
(b) statistical image sampling and similarity-preservingim-
age visualization [4-5] are integrated to enable image ex-
ploration at a perceptual level. After the images and their
social taggings are downloaded from Flickr.com, the text
terms which are relevant to the image topics (tags for image
topic interpretation) are separated automatically by using
standard text analysis techniques, and the basic vocabulary
of image topics (i.e., keywords for image topic interpreta-
tion) are determined automatically.

The topic network consists of two components: (1) im-
age topics; and (2) their inter-topic similarity contexts.The



Figure 4:One portion of our topic network for indexing and sum-
marizing large-scale collections of Flickr images at the topic level.

inter-topic similarity contexts consist of: (a) inter-topic se-
mantic contexts; and (b) inter-topic visual contexts. The
inter-topic semantic contextφ(Ci, Cj) between two image
topicsCi andCj is defined as:

ρ(Ci, Cj) = −
P (Ci, Cj)

log P (Ci, Cj)
(5)

whereP (Ci, Cj) is the co-occurrence probability of the im-
age topicsCj andCi in the Flickr image collections.

The inter-topic visual contextγ(Ci, Cj) between the im-
age topicsCi and Cj can be determined by performing
canonical correlation analysis [11] on their image setsSi

andSj :

γ(Ci, Cj) =
max

θ, ϑ

θT κ(Si)κ(Sj)ϑ
√

θT κ2(Si)θ · ϑT κ2(Sj)ϑ
(6)

whereθ andϑ are the parameters for determining the opti-
mal projection directions to maximize the correlations be-
tween two image setsSi andSj for the image topicsCi and
Cj , κ(Si) andκ(Sj) are the kernel functions for character-
izing the visual correlations between the images in the same
image setsSi andSj .

κ(Si) =
∑

xl,xm∈Si

κ(xl, xm), κ(Sj) =
∑

xh,xk∈Sj

κ(xh, xk)

(7)
where the visual correlation between the images is defined
as their kernel-based visual similarityκ(·, ·) in Eq. (1).

Both the inter-topic visual contextγ(Ci, Cj) and the
inter-topic semantic contextφ(Ci, Cj) are first normalized
into the same interval, and they are further integrated to
achieve more precise characterization of their cross-modal
inter-topic similarity contextϕ(Ci, Cj):

ϕ(Ci, Cj) = ε ·φ(Ci, Cj)+ η ·γ(Ci, Cj), ε+ η = 1 (8)

where the first part denotes the semantic context between
the image topicsCj andCi, the second part indicates their
inter-topic visual context,γ(Ci, Cj) is the visual context
between the image sets for the image topicsCi andCj , ε

andη are the importance factors for the inter-topic semantic
context and the inter-topic visual context.

One part of our topic network for Flickr images is shown
in Fig. 4, where each image topic is linked with multiple
relevant image topics with larger values ofϕ(·, ·) and the
geometric closeness between the image topics is related to
the strengths of their inter-topic similarity contexts. Thus
such a graphical representation of the topic network can
reveal a great deal about how these image topics are cor-
related and how the relevant tags for interpreting multiple
inter-related image topics are intended to be used jointly for
image tagging. Throughchange of focus of topic network
[4], users can interactively explore large-scale collections of
Flickr images at the semantic level.

Each image topic on the topic network may contain large
amounts of images, thus keyword-based image retrieval
may seriously suffer from the problem of information over-
load. In order to tackle this problem, we have developed
a novel framework for personalized image recommenda-
tion and it consists of three major components: (a)Topic-
Driven Image Summarization and Recommendation: The
semantically-similar images under the same topic are first
partitioned into multiple clusters according to their non-
linear visual similarity contexts, and a limited number of
images are automatically selected as the most representa-
tive images according to their representativeness for a given
image topic. Our system can also allow users to define
the number of such most representative images for rele-
vance assessment. (b)Context-Driven Image Visualization
and Exploration: Kernel PCA and hyperbolic visualization
are seamlessly integrated to enable interactive image explo-
ration according to their inherent visual similarity contexts,
so that users can assess the relevance between the recom-
mended images (i.e., most representative images) and their
real query intentions more effectively. (c)Intention-Driven
Image Recommendation: An interactive user-system inter-
face is designed to allow the user to express his/her time-
varying query intentions easily for directing the system to
find more relevant images according to his/her personal
preferences.

Our visual summarization (i.e., the most representative
images) results for the image topic “rose” is shown in Fig.
5, where200 most representative images for the image topic
“rose” are selected for representing the original visual sim-
ilarity contexts between the images. One can observe that
these 200 most representative images can provide an effec-
tive interpretation and summarization of the original visual
similarity contexts among large amounts of semantically-
similary images under the same topic. The underlying the



Figure 5: Our representativeness-based sampling technique can
automatically select 200 most representative images to achieve
precise visual summarization of53829 semantically-similar im-
ages under the topic “rose”.

visual similarity contexts have also provided good direc-
tions for users to explore these most representative images
interactively.

It is important to understand that the system alone can-
not meet the users’ sophisticated image needs. Thus user-
system interaction plays an important role for users to ex-
press their image needs, assess the relevance between the re-
turned images and their real query intentions, and direct the
system to find more relevant images adaptively. Based on
these understandings, our system can allow users to zoom
into the images of interests interactively and select one of
these most representative images to express their query in-
tentions or personal preferences as shown in Fig. 6(a).

After such the user’s time-varying query interests are
captured, the personalized interestingness scores for theim-
ages under the same topic are calculated automatically, and
thepersonalized interestingness score ρp(x) for a given im-
age with the visual featurex is defined as:

ρp(x) = ρ(x) + ρ(x) × e−κ(x,xc) (9)

whereρ(x) is the original representativeness score for the
given image,κ(x, xc) is the kernel-based visual similarity
correlation between the given image with the visual fea-
turesx and the clicked image with the visual featuresxc

which belong to the same image cluster. Thus the returned
images with larger values of the personalized interesting-
ness scores, which have similar visual properties with the
clicked image (i.e., belonging to the same cluster) and are
initially eliminated for reducing the visual complexity for
image summarization and visualization, can be recovered
and be recommended to the users adaptively as shown in
Fig. 6(b). One can observe that integrating the visual simi-
larity contexts for personalized image recommendation can
significantly enhance the users’ ability on finding some par-
ticular images of interest even the low-level visual features
may not be able to carry the semantics of the image contents
directly.

Figure 6:Our interactive image exploration system: (a) the most
representative images for the image topic “planes”, where the im-
age in blue box is selected; (b) more images which are relevant to
the user’s query intentions of “plane in blue sky”.

4. Conclusions
To support more effective retrieval of large-scale online im-
age collections, we have developed a novel human-centered
computing framework for: (a) filtering out junk images
from Google Images; and (b) exploring large-scale Flickr
images at both the semantic level and the perceptual level.
Our experimental results on large-scale Google and Flickr
images have obtained very positive results.
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